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1. Problematics of thesis
In the thesis student should to design and create example of PLC/SCADA/HMI system with emphasis
to modern enhanced operator workplaces concept. The thesis objectives are adequate to the master
degree.

2. Achieved results
The thesis has very poor practical results, main experimental objectives 3. and 4. in the thesis almost
does not exist. I have to say that only the chapter 3.7 has experimental output and it is very short,
looks like a lesson project. The usability of thesis results is poor.

3. Originality of thesis
Task 1. was done on pages 1-3.  It is enough, but in the content is only description of ABB meaning
of extended operator workplace.
Task 2. was done on the page 37, chapter 4.13 (6 lines)
Task 3. and 4. should be about the same example, as I think. The only one PLC example with
operator interface is in the chapter 3.7. (pages 18-21)
Task 5 is the conclusion on pages 44-45

Rest of thesis contains a lot of small examples, looks like starting guide or so. In the work exist an
unnecessary parts (description of logical operators for example). In the pages is a lot of huge images
for nothing (for example figures 44-49 etc.)

Chapter 5 has big score of plagiarism and is probably taken from ABB source as is.
4. Formal essentials of thesis

Thesis work has acceptable graphical layout with several errors (for example not existing reference
source error in the results). I did not able distinguish between created and taken images, because
author did not references the images properly.

5. Questions to student
Can you explain the how your visualisation example in the chapter four fulfills the extended operator
workplace concept ?

6. General revaluation of thesis
The thesis proves the basic knowledge of student in selected areas of designing of PLC/SCADA and
HMI. I recommend thesis to defend.
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